ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

HAFNR TRANSITION (HAFNR.ALDAN2)
KPASS TRANSITION ( KPASS.ALDAN2)
ROANOKE TRANSITION (ROA.ALDAN2)

From over SBV VORTAC on track 176° to FRAZI, then on track 176° to FAVKO, cross FAVKO at/above 10000 and at/below 12000, then on track 176° to ALDAN, cross ALDAN at/above 10000 and at/below 12000. Then on assigned runway transition.

LANDING RWY 23R: From over ALDAN on track 153° to GAZER, cross GAZER at/above 8000 and at/below 9000, then on track 153° to HARSH, cross HARSH at 8000 and 210K, then on track 153° to BUTTS, cross BUTTS at 6000. Expect RNAV (RNP) approach.

LANDING RWY 23L: From over ALDAN on track 153° to GAZER, cross GAZER at/above 8000 and at/below 9000, then on track 153° to HARSH, cross HARSH at 8000 and 210K, then on track 153° to BUTTS, cross BUTTS at 6000, then on track 153°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RWYS 5L/5R: From over ALDAN on track 176° to FOBAT, then on track 176° to BILLA, then on track 176° to BLNKR, cross BLNKR at 8000 and 210K, then on track 191° to GABL, then on track 224° to HEAVE, then on track 234° to JEMMY, then on track 234°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.